Generation of magnetoelectric photocurrents using toroidal resonances: a new class of infrared plasmonic photodetectors.
The detection of photons by plasmonic subwavelength devices underpins spectroscopy, low-power wavelength division multiplexing for short-distance optical communication, imaging, and time-gated distance measurements. In this work, we demonstrate infrared light-sensing using toroidal dipole-resonant plasmonic multipixel meta-atoms. As a key factor, the toroidal dipolar mode is an extremely localized electromagnetic excitation independent of the conventional multipoles. The exquisite behavior of this mode enables significant enhancements in the localized electromagnetic field and absorption cross-section, which boost the field confinement at the metal-dielectric interfaces. The proposed novel approach offers an advanced photodetection of the incident light based on substantial confinement of electromagnetic fields in a tiny spot, giving rise to the generation of hot carriers and a large photocurrent. Using both n- and p-type silicon (Si) substrates, we exploited the free-carrier absorption advantage of p-type Si to devise a high-responsivity device. Our findings show an unprecedented performance for infrared plasmonic photodetectors with low noises, high detectivity and remarkable internal quantum efficiency (IQE). Moreover, the tailored photodetection device provides a significant linear dynamic range of 46 dB and a fast operation speed. Our narrowband infrared light sensing photodevice offers a promising approach for further research studies over the optoelectronic and plasmonic tools and paves a viable route for low-dimensional photonic systems.